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Course Overview
Having an understanding of trends in areas of Medicare audit and appeal is essentially to support 
proactive measures for success upon Medical review. 

During this session attendees will gain knowledge related to will cover national and regional based 
trends in the areas of Medicare Audit and Appeal. 

Furthermore, speakers will provide proactive tips and guidance to support success in both technical 
and medical necessity requirements from payers to support success during targeted probe and audit
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Learning Objectives 
As a result of this presentation the participant will be able to...

1. Define phases of medical review from ADR to redetermination, reconsideration, and ALJ.

2. Explain current Medicare review trends included targeted probe and educate, focus audit, and 
PEPPER report focus areas.

3. Define proactive measures providers can use to promote success in areas of technical review and 
medical necessity in order to support success in cases of audit.
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Medicare Helpful Terms
Amount in Controversy (AIC): The required threshold Level 3 and Level 5 appeals. This is dollar amount remaining in dispute. CMS will 
adjust the AIC annually. (Year 2022 =$180 for Level 3)

Appeal: The process used when a beneficiary, provider, or supplier disagrees with an initial health care item or service determination or a 
revised determination.

Appellant: A person or entity filing an appeal

Determination: A decision made to either pay in full, pay in part, or deny a claim.

Escalation: When an appellant requests moving a reconsideration pending at the QIC level (second level appeal) or higher to the next level
because the adjudicator can’t make a prompt decision or dismissal. 

Medical review: a review of claims to determine  whether services provided are medically reasonable and necessary as well as to follow up 
on the effectiveness of prior corrective actions.

On-the-Record: A decision based solely on information within the administrative record and evidence sent with the request. There is no 
hearing held. 
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Medical Review 
Medical reviews involve the collection and clinical review of medical records and related information 
to ensure that payment is made only for services that meet all Medicare coverage, coding, billing, 
and medical necessity requirements.

Medical reviews identify errors through claim analysis and/or medical review activities.

A Medicare contractor may use any relevant information they deem necessary to make a 
prepayment or post-payment claim review determination.
◦ This includes any documentation submitted with the claim or through an additional documentation request.
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Medical Review 
Medicare medical review contractors are required to follow CMS coverage instructions, as well as 
pertinent coding and billing materials. Coverage criteria may be outlined in statute and/or regulation, 
or may be further defined in:
◦ National Coverage Determinations (NCDs)
◦ Local Coverage Determinations (LCDs)
◦ CMS’ Manuals (such as the Benefit Policy, Claims Processing, and Program Integrity Manuals) which will 

provide further interpretative medical review guidance. 
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Who are the Managed Care Reviewers?
Humana
◦ Internal review process

United Healthcare
◦ Occasionally will contract with outside reviewing entities (i.e., Cotiviti, SCIO)

Blue Cross Blue Shield (BCBS)
◦ Internal review process

Aetna
◦ Also, will occasionally contract with outside reviewing entities
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Types of Reviews Conducted 
ADR = Additional Documentation Request/Additional Development Request
◦ Can come from Medicare or Managed Care payors
◦ Can be PRE-PAY or POST-PAY request

PRE-PAY request
◦ Can come from Medicare or Managed Care payors
◦ Claim is suspended prior to payment until review of the documentation is completed 
◦ Notified of review request by your BOM viewing the claim in the Medicare billing system OR a letter to the facility

POST-PAY request
◦ Can come from Medicare or Managed Care payors
◦ The claim is paid as billed, and the request to review documentation is received later
◦ Notified of review request by your BOM viewing the claim in the Medicare billing system OR a letter to the facility
◦ If the review determines an issue, the original paid amount is recouped
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Types of Reviews Conducted
TPE = Targeted Probe and Education

◦ Generated by the MAC, based on % usage of a specifically targeted HCPC code (97112, 97530)
◦ PRE-PAY review conducted prior to issuing full payment

RAC = Recovery Audit Contractor request
◦ POST-PAY request to review records; managed by a contractor on behalf of the MAC (i.e., Cotiviti, SCIO, Strategic Health 

Solutions, etc.)

CERT = Comprehensive Error Rate Testing
◦ Review of random sample to determine if paid properly under Medicare coverage, coding and payment rules

ZPIC = Zone Program Integrity Contractor audit
◦ Instituted by CMS to identify suspected fraud or irregularities (not a random review)
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Types of Reviews Conducted 
SMRC= Supplemental Medical Review Contractor

• Instituted by CMS to help lower improper payment rates while protecting the Medicare Trust Fund. SMRC 
used to determine if claims follow coverage, coding, payment and billing requirements.

UPIC = Unified Program Integrity Contractor audit
◦ Instituted by CMS to identify cases of suspected fraud, investigate, and take action to ensure inappropriate 

payments are recouped



Stages of the Appeal Process
There are four stages of the Appeal Process which include:
◦Additional Documentation Request (ADR)
◦Redetermination Phase
◦Reconsideration Phase
◦The Administrative Law Judge Hearing



Additional Documentation 
Request (ADR)

The initial step in this process is the receipt of an 
Additional Documentation Request (ADR) issued by the 
medical review department. This request will be 
received at the facility level.
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•Most ADRs specify a 30–45-day timeline for submission 
of the documentation.  

•Within a timely manner from receipt of the ADR, BRRs 
Regional Director of Appeals will return the completed 
therapy packet to the facility designee and/or facility 
Rehab Director via a high priority email with 
recommendations made for submission to the 
requesting entity. 

•We strongly encourage our customers to submit the 
requested documentation to the requesting entity at 
least one full week prior to the deadline to allow time for 
processing.

•A copy of the final packet, should be kept in the Billing 
Office or Rehabilitation Department. 



ADR 
examples



Request from 
Medicare billing 
system FISS

(as viewed by your 
BOM)



Medicare ADR Letter

(received in mail at 
facility)



Recovery Audit 
Contractor (RAC) 
Request Letter



Targeted Probe & 
Education request
(TPE)



Humana
Post-Pay Request 
Letter



Humana
Pre-Pay Request 
Letter

(via fax)



Humana
Pre-Pay Request 
Letter

(via mail)



BCBS 
Request for 
Documentation
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What happens next?
Once the documentation is submitted for the ADR, the requesting entity reviews the documentation 
for billing accuracy, medical necessity, and support of skilled services provided.

A review decision should be reached within 60 days. The decision letter will be issued to the facility. 
BOM’s need to KEEP AN EYE OUT! 

Depending on the decision received, the review will be considered favorable, partially favorable, or 
unfavorable. 

If a favorable decision is received the appeals process ends and the facility should expect payment 
on the claim.

If a partially favorable or unfavorable decision is received, you may proceed to the next level in the 
appeal process (Redetermination, Reconsideration, Administrative Law Judge). 
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Redermination
This is the first level of the appeal process.

At the first level of the appeal process, the Medicare Administrative Contractor(MAC)  processes the 
redetermination.

Appellants have 120 days from the date they receive the initial claim denial to file a request for 
redetermination. 

This level does not require a minimum amount in controversy.
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Reconsideration 
This is the second level of the appeal process.

A Qualified Independent Contractor (QIC) processes this level of appeal.

Appellants have 180 days from the date they receive the redetermination decision to file a request for 
reconsideration. 

The QIC process may include an independent review of medical necessity issues by a panel of physicians 
or other appropriate health care professionals.

This level does not require a minimum amount in controversy.
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Administrative Law Judge (ALJ)
This is the third level of the appeal process.
Appellants have 60 days from the date of receipt of the QIC reconsideration 
decision to file a request for a hearing before an ALJ at the Office of Medicare 
Hearings and Appeals (OMHA), which is independent from CMS.
This allows parties a fair and impartial forum to address disagreements with 
CMS Medicare coverage and payment determinations.
◦ Usually held by telephone, unless a review on the record is requested.
◦ This telephone hearing is the only verbal argument the appellant has 

throughout the Medicare appeals process. 
A minimum amount in controversy is required for a hearing. This amount is 
adjusted annually by CMS. 
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Overview of Timely Filing
• The strict deadlines for Medicare appeals are:

• Redetermination (1st level) = 120 days from date of ADR decision
• Reconsideration (2nd level) = 180 days from date of Redetermination decision
• Administrative Law Judge (3rd level) = 60 days from date of Reconsideration decision.

• The deadline for Managed Care appeals are stated within the review results letter.  Typically, Managed 
Care entities allow 30-45 days for each level of appeal.



Communication is KEY!
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Audit Trends
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Medicare Targeted Probe and Educate 
Targeted Probe and Educate
When Medicare Claims are submitted accurately, everyone benefits.
CMS's Targeted Probe and Educate (TPE) program is designed to help providers and 
suppliers reduce claim denials and appeals through one-on-one help.

The goal: to help you quickly improve. Medicare Administrative Contractors (MACs) work with you, in 
person, to identify errors and help you correct them. Many common errors are simple – such as a 
missing physician's signature – and are easily corrected.



Targeted Probe and Educate Cycle
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Tips! Simple Steps to Prevent Denials 
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CMS and Program Integrity
•Changes in payment that result from changes in the coding or classification of SNF patients vs. actual changes in 
case mix.

•Changes in the volume and intensity of therapy services provided to SNF residents under PDPM compared to RUG-
IV.

•Compliance with the group and concurrent therapy limit.

•Any increases in the use of mechanically altered diet among the SNF population that may suggest that beneficiaries 
are being prescribed such a diet based on facility financial considerations, rather than for clinical need.

•Any potential consequences (e.g., overutilization) of using cognitive impairment as a payment classifier in the SLP 
component.

•Facilities whose beneficiaries experience inappropriate early discharge or provision of fewer services (e.g., due to the 
variable per-diem adjustment).

•Stroke and trauma patients, as well as those with chronic conditions, to identify any adverse trends from application of 
the variable per-diem adjustment.

•Use of the interrupted-stay policy to identify SNFs whose residents experience frequent readmission, particularly 
facilities where the readmissions occur just outside the 3-day window used as part of the interrupted-stay policy.

https://www.broadriverrehab.com/
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What are we seeing in appeals?

1. Reviewers are becoming extremely savvy…

2. Reviewers are honoring the PDPM system and 
taking a close look at IDT documentation consistency

3. Audits have been added to the DOJ website for 
provisions provided as part of the PHE (i.e. telehealth)

4. Medical record support of key PDPM areas (BIMS 
and PHQ-9 beyond the MDS alone
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OIG- Nursing Home Capabilities and Collaboration to Ensure Resident 
Care During Emergencies

Nursing homes face a broad range of challenges from public emergencies, such as emerging infectious 
disease outbreaks and natural disasters. To protect residents and prevent disruption of care during 
emergencies, nursing homes must develop and maintain an emergency preparedness program that 
addresses a wide range of issues, from maintaining emergency supplies to collaborating with local 
emergency responders. Despite these requirements, recent emergencies have exposed weaknesses in 
nursing home emergency preparedness. This study will survey the challenges nursing homes face in 
preparing for emergencies, with specific focus on the their capabilities for managing resident care during 
emergencies, as well as their collaboration with community partners (e.g., other health care providers, 
emergency management agencies). We will present our findings in a data brief. We will also use a portion of 
the data collected for this study for a new Key Performance Indicator that will track the prevalence and 
severity of challenges experienced by nursing homes over time.



Pro-Active Tips
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KNOW YOUR PAYERS AVOID TECHNICALITY 
RISKS WITH EMR AND 

LCD SET UPS

ESTABLISH INTERNAL 
SYSTEMS FOR REVIEW 

OF MEDICAL NECESSITY

USE CURRENT INDUSTRY 
RESOURCES AND YOUR 
OWN DATA TO ANALYZE 

“OUTLIERS”

ESTABLISH A CULTURE 
OF TRAINING AROUND 

MEDICAL REVIEW 
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B R O A D  R I V E R  R E H A B

The Program for Evaluating Payment Patterns Electronic Report 
(PEPPER) is an educational tool that supports CMS's efforts to protect 
the Medicare Trust Fund. PEPPER summarizes a provider's Medicare 
fee-for-service claims data for services in areas that have been 
identified as at high risk for improper payments.



B R O A D  R I V E R  R E H A B
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Target Area: 
High PT and OT Case Mix 
(new as of the Q4FY21 
release)

Target Area 
Definitions:
- Numerator: count of SNF 
claims where the first 
character of the Health 
Insurance Prospective 
Payment System (HIPPS) 
code, representing the 
Physical and Occupational 
Therapy component, is one of 
the following: C, D, F, G, J, K, 
N, or O

- Denominator: count of all 
SNF claims
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Target Area: 
High PT and OT Case Mix 
(new as of the Q4FY21 
release)

Target Area 
Definitions:
- Numerator: count of SNF 
claims where the first 
character of the Health 
Insurance Prospective 
Payment System (HIPPS) 
code, representing the 
Physical and Occupational 
Therapy component, is one of 
the following: C, D, F, G, J, K, 
N, or O

- Denominator: count of all 
SNF claims

OT Clinical Category Section GG Function Score OT Case-
Mix Group

OT Case-
Mix Index

Urban Rate Rural Rate

0-5 TA 1.41 85.77$            96.46$        

6-9 TB 1.54 93.68$            105.35$     

10-23 TC 1.6 97.33$            109.46$     

24 TD 1.45 88.20$            99.19$        

0-5 TE 1.33 80.90$            90.99$        

6-9 TF 1.51 91.85$            103.30$     

10-23 TG 1.55 94.29$            106.04$     

24 TH 1.09 66.30$            74.57$        

0-5 TI 1.12 68.13$            76.62$        

6-9 TJ 1.37 83.34$            93.72$        

10-23 TK 1.46 88.81$            99.88$        

24 TL 1.05 63.87$            71.83$        

0-5 TM 1.23 74.82$            84.14$        

6-9 TN 1.42 86.38$            97.14$        

10-23 TO 1.47 89.42$            100.56$     

24 TP 1.03 62.65$            70.46$        

Major Joint Replacement or 
Spinal Surgery: (Major Joint 
Replacement or Spinal Surgery)

Other Orthopedic:                
(Non-Surgical 
Orthopedic/Muscoloskeletal, 
Orthopedic Surgery (Except 
Major Joint Replacement or 
Spinal Surgery)

Medical Management: (Medical 
Management, Acute Infections 
Cancer, Pulmonary, 
Cardiovascular and 
Coagulations)

Non-Orthopedic Surgery And 
Acute Neurologic: (Non-
Orthopedic Surgery , Acute 
Neurologic)
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PEPPER Report
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Target Area: 
High SLP Case Mix (new as 
of the Q4FY21 release)

Target Area 
Definitions:
- Numerator: count of SNF 
claims where the second 
character of the HIPPS code, 
representing the Speech 
Language Pathology 
component, is one of the 
following: C, F, I, or L

- Denominator: count of all 
SNF claims

1. Presence of Acute 
Neurologic
Condition (ICD-10), 
2. SLP-Related Comorbidity 
(MDS Section I and O),
or 
3. Cognitive Impairment 
(CFS Table)

1. Mechanically Altered
Diet (K0510C2) or 
2. Swallowing
Disorder (K0100A - K0100D)

SLP Case-
Mix

Group

SLP
Case-Mix

Index

Urban Rate Rural Rate

None Neither SA 0.64 15.61$           19.67$        
None Either SB 1.72 41.95$           52.87$        
None Both SC 2.52 61.46$           77.46$        

Any One Neither SD 1.38 33.66$           42.42$        
Any One Either SE 2.21 53.90$           67.94$        
Any One Both SF 2.82 68.78$           86.69$        
Any Two Neither SG 1.93 47.07$           59.33$        
Any Two Either SH 2.7 65.85$           83.00$        
Any Two Both SI 3.34 81.46$           102.67$     
All Three Neither SJ 2.83 69.02$           86.99$        
All Three Either SK 3.5 85.37$           107.59$     
All Three Both SL 3.98 97.07$           122.35$     



B R O A D  R I V E R  R E H A B
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PEPPER Report
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Target Area: 
20 Days

Target Area 
Definitions:
-Numerator: count of 
episodes of care ending in 
the report period with a 
length of stay (LOS) of 20 
days

-- Denominator: count of 
episodes of care ending in 
the report period

SUGGESTED 
INTERVENTIONS FOR 
HIGH OUTLIERS
This could indicate that the 
SNF is continuing treatment 
beyond the point where 
services are necessary. The 
SNF should review 
documentation for 
beneficiary episodes of care 
with a LOS of  20 days to 
ensure that beneficiaries' 
continued care was 
appropriate and that they 
received a  skilled level of 
care. The SNF should 
review the appropriateness 
of plans of care and 
discharge  planning.
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Target Area: 
90+ Days

Target Area 
Definitions:
-Numerator: count of 
episodes of care ending in 
the report period with a LOS 
of 90+ days

-- Denominator: count of 
episodes of care ending in 
the report period

SUGGESTED 
INTERVENTIONS FOR 
HIGH OUTLIERS
This could indicate that the 
SNF is continuing treatment 
beyond the point where 
those services are 
necessary. The SNF should 
review documentation for 
beneficiary episodes of care 
with a LOS of  90+ days to 
ensure that beneficiaries' 
continued care was 
appropriate and that they 
received a skilled level of 
care. The SNF should 
review appropriateness of 
plans of care and discharge 
planning.
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Target Area: 

3 – 5 Day Readmission

Target Area Definitions:

- Numerator: count of 
readmissions within three to five 
calendar days (four to six 
consecutive days) to the same 
SNF for the same beneficiary 
(identified using the Health 
Insurance Claim number) during 
an episode that ends during the 
report period

-- Denominator: count of all 
claims associated with SNF 
episodes ending during the 
report period, excluding patient 
discharge status code 20

SUGGESTED 
INTERVENTIONS FOR 
HIGH OUTLIERS
This could indicate that patients 
are being discharged 
prematurely or that patients are 
being readmitted after the 
interrupted stay threshold, 
thereby resetting the variable 
per diem adjustment. A sample 
of readmission cases should be 
reviewed to identify the 
appropriateness of admission, 
discharge, quality of care, post-
discharge care, and billing 
errors. The facility is encouraged 
to generate data profiles for 
readmissions to its facility within 
three to five consecutive 
calendar days.  Suggested data 
elements to include in these 
profiles are as follows: patient 
identifier, date of admission, 
date of discharge, patient 
discharge status code, and 
principal and secondary 
diagnoses.
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Helpful Resources
Skilled Nursing Facilities Training & Resources (cbrpepper.org)

Work Plan | Office of Inspector General | U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (hhs.gov)

Medicare Fee for Service Recovery Audit Program | CMS

https://pepper.cbrpepper.org/Training-Resources/Skilled-Nursing-Facilities
https://www.oig.hhs.gov/reports-and-publications/workplan/index.asp
https://www.cms.gov/research-statistics-data-and-systems/monitoring-programs/medicare-ffs-compliance-programs/recovery-audit-program


Find Out More
Contact Us:

Tricia Wood: Vice President,  Business Development (Southern US)
twood@broadriverrehab.com
(919) 844-4800

Randy Wadley: M.B.A. Vice President,  Business Development (Northern US)
rwadley@broadriverrehab.com
(330) 495-8854

Jeff Moyers: Vice President,  Business Development (Southern US)
jmoyers@broadriverrehab.com
(828) 319-9618 

Sign up for our Blog  www.broadriverrehab.com

Ask an Expert https://www.broadriverrehab.com/expert/

Broad River Rehab Reflections are the third Thursday of each month. 

B R O A D  R I V E R  R E H A B

mailto:twood@broadriverrehab.com
mailto:rwadley@broadriverrehab.com
mailto:jmoyers@broadriverrehab.com
http://www.broadriverrehab.com/
https://www.broadriverrehab.com/expert/
https://www.broadriverrehab.com/reflections


QUESTIONS?
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